The life of a vortex knot
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A vortex knot tied in an ideal fluid will remain knotted for all time, as first noted by Lord Kelvin. 1 This observation led to the discovery of a conserved quantity – helicity – which measures the total linking and knotting of vortices. 2 For viscous flows, however, this conservation is jeopardized by vortex reconnections, which may change the topology. Does this break helicity conservation? The divergent nature of reconnection events has complicated attempts to address this and other questions about the role of topology in real fluids. Using newly developed techniques, we have created isolated knotted vortices in the laboratory for the first time. 3 This advance enables the direct study of complex vortex geometry in experimental fluids, providing a new perspective on the role of topology in guiding fluid flow.

To generate a vortex with a prescribed shape, we start with a 3D model of a hydrofoil (a wing designed for use in water) whose shape traces the desired vortex geometry (Fig. 1). This model is fabricated with a 3D printer, and attached to a frame inserted in a tank of water. To create the vortex, the hydrofoil is rapidly accelerated (~20 g) with a short, open pneumatic cylinder, attaining a velocity of 1–3 m/s in several milliseconds. During this acceleration, a “starting vortex” is shed from the hydrofoil as a consequence of conservation of circulation; the shape of this vortex matches the trailing edge of the hydrofoil, which can be precisely controlled.

We image the vortices with buoyant micro-bubbles, inspired by the bubble rings created by dolphins 4 (though we generate our bubbles with electrolysis, not blowholes). The centripetal acceleration near the rapidly spinning vortex cores attracts the bubbles, producing a visible line
corresponding to the shape of the vortex (Fig. 1(d)). These 3D bubble density is reconstructed with a purpose-built laser-scanning tomography imager, consisting of a galvanometer scanned laser sheet synchronized to a high speed camera. The speed and resolution of our scanner is adjustable, limited by the data rate of the camera; using a Phantom V1610 high speed camera we are able to record volumes with a resolution of $384 \times 384 \times 384$ at 170 Hz, producing a useful data rate of $\sim 10$ Gvoxels/s. The resulting volumetric images are viewed using custom software which corrects for perspective effects in the recorded data (Fig. 2(a)).

Once calibrated volumetric data is obtained, the geometry of the vortex lines can be reconstructed using techniques adapted from medical imaging\(^3\) (Fig. 2(b)). Our first observations of linked and knotted vortices indicate that these topologies are intrinsically unstable; in each case they unlink or untie to form a series of topologically trivial rings. This behavior is driven by self-induced stretching of the vortex loops, which appears to be a generic feature of vortices with non-trivial topology. These results offer the first insights into the topological evolution of vortex loops in viscous fluids, but raise more questions than they answer: are all knotted vortices intrinsically unstable? Are the instability mechanisms generic to knotted fields in other physical systems? How does helicity decay in the presence of dissipation? We now have the tools to address these questions in experiment.
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